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Sams Teach Yourself Django in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2008
In just 24 lessons of one hour or less, you will be able to build full-featured production websites using Django, the powerful web development framework based on Python.
 

Designed for experienced website developers who have at least some familiarity with the Python programming language,...
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Pro Linux  Embedded SystemsApress, 2009
Today, Linux is included with nearly every embedded platform. Embedded developers can take a more modern route and spend more time tuning Linux and taking advantage of open source code to build more robust, feature-rich applications. While Gene Sally does not neglect porting Linux to new hardware, modern embedded hardware is...
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Linux Kernel Module Programming GuideIuniverse Inc, 2000
So, you want to write a kernel module. You know C, you've written a number of normal programs to run as processes, and now you want to get to where the real action is, to where a single wild pointer can wipe out your file system and a core dump means a reboot. Welcome to the club. Linux Kernel Module Programming Guide is for people who want to...
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Firms in Open Source Software Development: Managing Innovation Beyond Firm BoundariesGabler, 2012

	In open innovation scenarios, firms are able to profit from technological developments that take place beyond the legal boundaries. However, in the absence of contract-based vertical command chains, such as in the case of open source software (OSS), it is difficult for firms to obtain control over the innovation project's trajectory. In...
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Learning Perl on Win32 SystemsO'Reilly, 1997
In this smooth, carefully paced course, leading Perl trainers and a  Windows NT practitioner teach you to program in the language that promises  to emerge as the scripting language of choice on NT.  Perl for Win32 is a  language for easily manipulating text, files, user and group profiles,  performance and event logs, and registry entries. Based on...
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Nginx Module Extension (Community Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2013

	Customize and regulate the robust Nginx web server, and write your own Nginx modules efficiently


	Overview

	
		Install Nginx from its source on multiple platforms
	
		Become acquainted with core Nginx modules and their configuration options
	
		Explore optional and third party module...
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Windows 7 Device Driver (Addison-Wesley Microsoft Technology Series)Addison Wesley, 2010

	This book provides the technical guidance and understanding needed to
	write device drivers for the new Windows 7 Operating System. It takes this
	very complex programming development, and shows how the Windows
	Driver Framework has greatly simplified this undertaking. It explains the
	hardware and software architecture you must...
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Sakai O' Deployment and Management: Open Source Collaboration and Learning for Higher EducationO'Reilly, 2012

	
		The original Sakai software descended from work by Indiana University, Massachusetts
	
		Institute of Technology, Stanford University, University of Michigan, uPortal, and the
	
		Open Knowledge Initiative. Lots of the original code came from University of Michigan’s
	
		framework, known as CHEF, the CompreHensive...
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Understanding the Linux KernelO'Reilly, 2005
In order to thoroughly understand what makes Linux tick and why it works so well on a wide variety of systems, you need to delve deep into the heart of the kernel. The kernel handles all interactions between the CPU and the external world, and determines which programs will share processor time, in what order. It manages limited...
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Formal Models of Operating System KernelsSpringer, 2006
The work that this book represents is something I have wanted to do since 1979. While in Ireland, probably in 2001, I sketched some parts of a small operating system specification in Z but left it because of other duties. In 2002, I worked on the sketches again but was interrupted. Finally, in April, 2005, I decided to devote some time to it and...
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Pro Windows Embedded Compact 7: Producing Device DriversApress, 2011


	Windows Embedded Compact 7 is really the latest version of Windows CE. Books dedicated to this

	operating system are relatively scarce. Windows CE turned into a proper RTOS when Windows CE 3.0

	was launched. A few books were published, most notably by Douglas Boling and James Wilson. The first

	book concentrated on application...
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Absolute FreeBSD: The Complete Guide to FreeBSD, 2nd EditionNo Starch Press, 2007
FreeBSD—the powerful, flexible, and free Unix-like operating system—is the preferred server for many enterprises. But it can be even trickier to use than either Unix or Linux, and harder still to master.
Absolute FreeBSD, 2nd Edition is your complete guide to FreeBSD, written by FreeBSD committer Michael W. Lucas. Lucas...
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